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GROUP EXECUTIVE MINUTES 
3rd March 2016 

 

Chairman:  Bill Bramfitt  Treasurer:  Cliff Laverick            Secretary:  Angela Johnson     
GSL: Philip Harnby 
   

PRESENT: Paul Taylor, Richard Bramfitt, Mike Nichols, Olive Ingram, Derek Newby and Ian Johnson (from 8.45pm). 
 

APOLOGIES : Roz Peverall, Kath Yeomans, Derek Ward and Richard Ingram  
 

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING HELD on 7th January 2016 – Agreed. 
 

MATTERS ARISING 
a) Lightfoot Centre – Derek Ward had sent a message via Angela to advise that the property had been sold to an 

unknown buyer. 
 

TREASURER’S REPORT 
Cliff gave an update as to the Group’s financial position: Monies received include £4,000.00 from The Scotto Trust towards 
the building project. Membership Subscriptions have been received from the Scout Section, but not the Cubs and Beavers, 
Paul advised that the payment would be made in the next couple of weeks and Phil will arrange with Roz to have the 
Beaver monies to Cliff as soon as possible. 
Cliff advised that the payment due to Bishop Auckland Scout District in relation to census numbers would be £2,301.00 (57 
young people at £39.00 per head plus two Young Leaders (£78.00)). 
Group figures are as follows 

Beavers 15 
Cubs 22 
Scouts 20 
Leaders 18 
Total 75 

 
The final instalment of the year for insurance is due to be paid (£577.81). 
Expenditure includes £120.09 to County Durham Scout Shop in relation to badges, Cliff will be itemising the bill and asking 
Sections for reimbursement. The Lottery Licence (£20.00) has been renewed and the ADT payment has been made. 
Derek Ward has replaced the step ladders that were requested at the last meeting and requests reimbursement. Other 
expenses include an MOT and service for the minibus. 

a) Accounts - Cliff asked that all Section Accounts are submitted to him by the end of April. The Executive continued 
by trying to sort out a suitable date and venue to hold the AGM. After much discussion it was agreed to hold the 
AGM on 8th September at the Rugby Club if available – second option will be the Scout Centre. Angela was asked 
if she would contact Derek Ward with a view to contacting the Rugby Club. 

 

Phil advised the Executive that the fitness people have been using the hall (6.00am to 7.15am and 9.00am to 10.00am on 
a Monday, Wednesday and Friday) and have paid £225-00 for the rental – Phil asked the Executive if they were happy with 
the agreement for the fitness sessions to continue – The Executive agreed after it was suggested that the people using the 
car park are reminded to be respectful of those individuals who already have an agreement with the Group to park there. 
Phil also advised that the Eleven Arches had also rented the Scout Centre as their rehearsal venue (£65.00 paid direct to 
Group bank account). 
Angela had received a phone call from Derek Ward the day before the Executive meeting and he was very concerned that 
the Scout Centre had not been locked up correctly, the lights in the boys toilet had been left on, the heating had been left 
on and the alarm had not been set – Derek asked that a reminder be given to those hiring the hall to make sure all is 
switched off and the building is secure. 
Cliff noted that the previous Blood Donors in February there had been some confusion over the collection of calor gas 
heaters used by the Blood Donors. The heaters are delivered before the session on a Thursday and Cliff is normally 
contacted on the Friday morning to arrange collection. Unfortunately communications to arrange the collection in February 
did not follow the usual route and it ended up with several individuals being contacted to try and sort out the matter. Cliff 
noted that the Blood Donor organisation did not use the same contractor each time which also added to the confusion. Cliff 
agreed that he is happy to continue with the arrangement at present and hoped that the problem did not reoccur.  
 



SECTIONAL REPORTS  
Beavers  
Phil advised that recent activities included making Mothers Days cards and Roz is planning to hold a sleepover event with 
the District Beavers on 1st/2nd April at the Scout Centre. 
Cubs 
Paul noted that the Pack meetings are going well with around 20 attending each week. They currently have four Young 
Leaders helping with the Pack (Stephen Henry, Lorna Bennett, Ewan Nattrass and Joe Garnett who is helping with the 
transition of Beavers to Cubs). The Pack are arranging to attend Moor House in May to celebrate Cub Centenary with the 
rest of Durham Scout County; currently 19 Cubs and six Leaders have signed up. Paul also wished to record his thanks to 
Richard Ingram for the help in making pancake day a success. 
Scouts 
Richard reported the Scouts had been very active recently – going to ROF59 (trampolining) and Rock Antics. The Troop 
had been visited by Simon Raine from Weardale Cheese who gave a slide show and talk about cheese making plus 
sampling the cheese. The Troop are planning a sleep over on 11th/12th March and a trip to Beamish. A bivvy camp is 
being planned for June. 
Richard continued by advising that two teams would be entering the Swimathon on 8th May and sponsorship forms would 
be available. All monies raised would be split equally between the Group and another organisation  
Explorers 
Richard had forwarded a short report to Phil to read out. 
The Explorers had a busy few weeks with activities including Rock Antics, prusiking, pancakes and tidying out the games 
cupboard. Richard has arranged a meeting with the Spice Lounge to try and arrange a quiz and curry night. 
 

GSL REPORT including Adult Training and Leadership 
Phil noted that he had met with Olive to discuss the Treasurers role and that there was nothing to report on the Leadership 
front. 
 

PR and MARKETING OF THE GROUP  
Phil advised that he had managed to get one poster of the size required A0 (zero) printed on good quality vinyl. The picture 
definition was clear, Phil is hoping that once he has sufficient suitable images more will be produced. No quotes have been 
sourced and Phil is looking for a company to print the pictures which can be put into suitable frames. 
 

HEALTH AND SAFETY including Hall Maintenance 
Angela began by saying Derek Ward had not yet had chance to look at the roof due to inclement weather, Paul noted that 
since the last meeting he had not seen any leaks from the roof. 
Phil advised that at a recent Leaders meeting they had compiled a list of items within the hall that needed fixing, updating 
or tidying such as rewiring the heaters, the light switch in the upstairs middle room needs attention, repainting the hall, 
cages to be fixed around the fire exits and smoke detectors and whether or not a would need to employ professional 
tradespeople. Other suggestions include refurb/rehash the kitchen, replace doors with fire doors, replace tiles with splash 
back and maybe install an extractor fan.  If all the work was to be completed it would probably cost in the region of £7,000.  
There has been an issue with the taps being left on so a motion sensor has been installed in the ladies toilet.  
Phil has spoken with Councillor Sam Zair about funding for the project but it appears he would rather put funding towards a 
revamp of the kitchen or downstairs rather than assisting with smaller hall projects or the compound for the minibus. 
Phil also noted that he had met with Dave Henry regarding the lighting and he explained the five different levels of lighting 
which would be suitable for the hall – from replacing like for like which would cost around £350 + VAT or the top level of 
LED high impact lighting which would be around £1,500 + VAT. However if the Executive decided to go with the upgraded 
LED lighting the Scout Centre would need to be rewired. After discussion the Executive agreed to update to LED and to 
obtain quotes for the lights and the rewiring. Richard Bramfitt suggested checking with funders to see if we could apply for 
grants from charities to cover the work. 
 

MINIBUS – hiring out  
Phil advised the Executive that the insurance was in place if we wished to hire out the mini bus. He has researched other 
Groups and organisations to see what rates they charge. 
Phil proposed that the charges be 90p per mile plus fuel up to a maximum of £20.00 per day for outside organisations (I 
have asked for clarification of this proposal as I was having difficulty in reading my notes). 
The Executive agreed to this proposal.  
It was agreed that Phil and Bill be responsible for the documentation over who would be able to hire the mini bus. 
It was also stated that any Group booking for the mini bus would take precedence over outside bookings. 
Compound 
Phil and the Leaders had measured the bus and the space available for the compound to store the mini bus and to retain 
two parking spaces. The compound would require a two and half metre high fence (planning permission is required for over 
2 metres high) erected with a sliding gate and a gravelled standing surface. Phil has contacted some companies who are 



reluctant to take on a small job. The Executive suggested talking with local residents about the proposed plans, enquiring 
about applying for planning permission and trying to find a contractor to take on the work. 
 

FUNDING AND GRANTS – covered in earlier items. 
 

CHRISTMAS MEAL  
Kath was unable to attend the meeting but sent a message via Angela. The postponed Christmas Meal has been booked 
for 30th April at The Avenue, High Shincliffe. Kath is aware that several couples are now unable to make this date and 
would like to canvas others in the Group to see if this date is viable. Angela will send an email to all in the Group asking 
them to contact Kath direct by 18th March if they are interested in going for a meal. 
 

BLOOD DONORS – next session 31st March 2016 
A further session has been arranged for 28th July 2016 – Angela agreed to update the posters. 
 

FREQUENCY OF MEETINGS 
Kath had requested that this item be on the agenda but was unable to make the meeting. Angela explained the reasoning 
behind the request. Due to the problems with the collection of calor gas heaters in February, Kath felt that this should be 
brought to a monthly meeting when problems could be sorted rather than waiting for nearly two months before a discussion 
could take place.  
Phil explained that he found it difficult to commit to monthly meetings and there was always the option of emails if a subject 
needed to be discussed urgently. Bill asked when the Executive went to bi-monthly and when we agreed to review the 
matter. 
Angela replied that bi-monthly meetings began in September 2015 and the matter to be reviewed after a year. 
 

FLOWER SHOW 
Angela has received booking confirmation that the shows will be on the weekends of 17th/18th September and 19th/20th 
November 2016. They flower show organisers have been made aware that the fee for the weekend will be £160.00 per 
weekend. 
 

FUNDRAISING – covered in Explorer report. 
 

ANY OTHER BUSINES 
It was noted that the CAF Bank mandates would need updating to allow for Olive Ingram to be an account signature and for 
the contact details to be changed from Cliff Laverick – Angela agreed to sort out the wording ready for inclusion in the 
May’s Executive meeting. 
 
Next Group Executive Meeting 5th May 2016 starting at 7.15pm at the Scout Centre.  
 

 
Future meetings will be held  7th July 2016 
     1st September 2016 
     8th September 2016 (AGM) to be confirmed 
     3rd November 2016 

 

Blood donor Sessions              31st March 2016 
      26th May 2016 
      9th June 2016 
      28th July 2016  
 
All dates checked against the blood donor website on 18th March 2016 are correct.  
 

All the Blood donor sessions require the hall to be  opened at 13:15 and closed by 20:00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


